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[For preservation: I would recommend the purchase of a roll of acid free paper. This paper can 
be use to separate oversized records that cannot fit into folders. It can also be used to wrap 
objects, such as the various sample of rope in the fonds. As well as a box: at least 21 inches by 
26 inches, and maybe 5 or more inches deep, and various folders for the textual material. Also 
some of the textual records ]

2011.03. - Lord Morpheous Fonds. - Textual and Photographic Records and other Material. - 
[2001-2011]:

Biographical History:
Lord Morpheous is a sex educator, author and photographer based in Toronto, Ontario. He 
specializes in areas of BDSM and kink culture, specifically rope bondage. He is the author of 
two books: How to be Kinky: a Beginner's guide to BDSM (2008) and How to be Kinkier: Your 
Guide to Safe and Sexy BDSM (available in 2012). Lord Morpheous tours internationally and 
gives lectures, classes and workshops with a recent emphasis on sex bondage safety in the porn 
industry. He obtained his Honours degree in Visual Arts and his Bachelors of Education from the 
University of Western Ontario in 1999 and 2000 respectively, and received his diploma in Radio 
Broadcasting from Fanshawe College in 1990. He began his career working and teaching at the 
Toronto based sex store Come As You Are

Scope and Content:
Fonds consists of various materials relating to the practice of Lord Morpheus. The fonds is 
comprised mostly of various promotional materials such as pins, business cards, posters and 
handouts, as well as photographs, and publications (Including Morpheous’ first book How to be 
Kinky) having to do with bondage or BDSM and involving Lord Morpheous. The Fonds 
additionally includes a CD-ROM disc containing a number of digital records in various file 
formats, including textual Word Documents, Excel Spreadsheets, PowerPoint Slide Shows, and a 
great number of JPEG photographs among other things. The fonds has been separated into two 
series:

1. Physical Records
2. Digital Records

The series are further divided into files and items. Some of the digital files contain files within 
files, based on the way the items were organised onto the disc by their creator, Lord Morpheous.

Custodial History:
Items were held in the possession of Lord Morpheous until they were donated to the SRC in 
[month?] 2011, where they were stored in the box and cardboard folder in which they were 
received, until they were transferred into proper archival storage boxes and folders in 2012. They 
are currently housed in room [3?] of the University College, the current location of the Sexual 
Representation Collection.

Extent: ~5cm textual and graphic records. -14 artifacts. - 5 photographs. - 607 digital 
records



Lord Morpheous Tends

Restrictions: [find out about copyright/terms of reproduction]

Accruals: ?

Access Points:
• Lord Morpheous
• Bondage

• Japanese
• safety
• education
• photography
• conferences/events

• Japanese Bondage
• Nuit Blanche
• BDSM
• Photography
• Rope
• Shibari
• Kink Community

Notes:
Name of foods based on the provenance and creator of the records.

SERIES I

2011.03.01. - textual and graphic records. - [c.2000-2011]. Books, photographs and 
other materials.
Series consists of various physical and paper records such as books, photographs, 
promotional flyers and pamphlets, rope samples and more, which relate to the practice of 
Lord Morpheous.
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2011.03.01.01 - How to be Kinky: A Beginner’s Guide to BDSM. - Book -
Morpheus. - Canada: Transcontinental Print Inc. - Distributed by P.W.A 

for Green Candy Press, 2008. ISBN-13: 978-1931160636.213 Pages.
Item is a copy of Lord Morpheous’s first book. How to be Kinky: A Beginner’s 
Guide to BDSM. First page on the inside of the cover has been inscribed by 
Morpheous and says, “For the Bonham Centre of Sexual Diversity Studies. Thank 
you for all of your hard work. Sincerely, Morpheous”. The book is in brand new 
condition with no visible damage or marks.
Note: Title and date taken from the publication information of the book.
Note: See also [acc#.O2] for duplicate copy.

2011.03.01.02 - How to be Kinky: A Beginner’s Guide to BDSM. - Book -
Morpheus. - Canada: Transcontinental Print Inc. - Distributed by P.W.A 

for Green Candy Press, 2008. ISBN-13: 978-1931160636.213 Pages.
Item is a copy of Lord Morpheous’s first book, How to be Kinky: A Beginner's 
Guide to BDSM. First page on the inside of the cover has been inscribed by 
Morpheous and says, “For the Bonham Centre of Sexual Diversity Studies. Thank 
you for all of your hard work. Sincerely, Morpheous”. The book is in brand new 
condition with no visible damage or marks.
Note: Title and date taken from the publication information of the book.
Note: See also [acc#.01] for duplicate copy.

2011.03.01.03 - Torture Garden Promotional Card. - 2009. - 1 postcard. - 
colour. - 7”x4.5”.
Item is a postcard sized promotional card for the Torture Garden Toronto, which 
ran August 28.29 and 39,2009. Lord Morpheous was the education direction for 
this event. One side of the card displays the various sponsors for the even, as well 
as a schedule of events.
Note: Title and date taken from the contents of the item

2011.03.01.04 - Shibaricon Promotional Card. -2011. -1 postcard. - colour. - 
7”x4.5”.
Item is a postcard sized promotional card for the Shibaricon bondage event held 
in Chicago, Illinois May 27-30,2011. Front of the card features of photograph 
taken by Morpheous of model Ashley [Lett?]. Photograph was taken in 2010. 
Note: Title and date taken from the content of item.
Note: See also item [acc.#.12]

2011.03.01.05 - Canadian Equus Pamphlet - [2001-2003J. -1 cm textual 
records.
Item is a pamphlet for Canadian Equus, “Canada’s largest ponyplay 
organization”, created by Lord Morpheous.
Note: Title taken from contents of item
Note: Date taken from two notes written by Morpheous on the item.
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2011.03.01.06 - Midori Promotional Card. - 2006. -1 postcard. - colour.
7”x4.5”.
Item is a promotional card for an event with sex educator and author, Midori, June 
17-24,2006 in Toronto, with events listed on the card. Lord Morpheous produced 
one of the educational workshops.
Note: Title and date taken from the contents of the item.

2011.03.01.07- Kapital Kink/Mr. Leather Promotional Card. - 2010. -1 
postcard. - colour. 7”x4.5”.
One side of this item promotes the Kapital Kink even in Ottawa, November 
11-14,2010, and the other side is a promotional card for a Mr. Leather Ottawa 
event, November 12-14, 2010.
Note: Date and title taken from contents of item.

2011.03.01.08 - Lord Morpheous Business Card. - 2004-2009. -1 card. - 
colour. - 4”x2”.
Item is a business card for Lord Morpheous, featuring samples of his photography 
on one side, and his contact information on the other side.
Note: Date and title taken from contents of item.

2011.03.01.09 - Ligatio Animosus Promotional Card. - 2005. -1 postcard. - 
colour. - 7”x4.5”.
Item is a promotional card for Lord Morpheous’s first show, Ligatio Animosus, 
held in Toronto, December 7, 2005.
Note: Date and title taken from contents of item.

2011.03.01.10 - Handmade Rope Business Card. - (2000-2010?]. -1 card. - 
colour. - 4”x2”.
Item is a business card for handmaderope.com, at Steeles and Bathurst, Toronto, 
by Zia and Morgane. They are the suppliers for Lord Morpheous’s handmade 
linen rope.
Note: Title taken from contents of item.
Note: Date roughly estimates based on the dates of similar items in the fonds.
Note: See also item [acc.#. 11].

2011.03.01.11 - Handmade Rope Business Card. - [2000-2010?]. -1 card. - 
b&w. - 4”x2”.
Item is a business card for handmaderope.com, at Steeles and Bathurst, Toronto, 
by Zia and Morgane. They are the suppliers for Lord Morpheous’s handmade 
linen rope.
Note: Title taken from contents of item.
Note: Date roughly estimates based on the dates of similar items in the fonds.
Note: See also item [acc.#. 10].

2011.03.01.12 - Shibaricon Promotional Card. - 2010. -1 postcard. - colour. -
8”x6”.

handmaderope.com
handmaderope.com
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Item is a postcard sized promotional card for the Shibaricon bondage event held 
in Chicago, Illinois May 28-31,2010.
Note: Title and date taken from the content of item.
Note: See also item [acc.#.O4]

2011.03.01,13. - Spanksgiving Promotional Flyer. - 2009. - graphic material. - 
colour. - 10”x6.5”.
Item is a promotional flyer for the St. Louis Leather and Lace (of StL3 Inc.) 
event, Spanksgiving, held, November 20-22, 2009.
Note: Title and date taken from the content of item.

2011.03.01.14. - Dungeon Volunteer Name-tag. - 2008. - 1 artifact. - 4.5”x4”.
Item is a name-tag from the “Everything to do with Sex Show” held in 2008, for a 
dungeon volunteer. Consists of a plastic sheath with a white paper insert with an 
elasticized string attached.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information provided by Lord Morpheus on a post it note 
attached to the item.

2011.03.01.15. - Shibaricon Name-tag. - 2009. -1 artifact. - 4”x3”.
Item is a name-tag from the 2009 Shibaricon even, held May 22-25 in Chicago, 
Illinois. Name-tag is for “Morph’s Top Bitch”. Name-tag consists of a plastic 
sheath with a paper insert and an elasticized string attached.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information provided by Lord Morpheus on a post it note 
attached to the item.

2011.03.01.16. - Promotional Buttons. - 2008-2010. - 3 button pins.
Small plastic bag containing three promotional buttons.

2011.03.01.16.01. - Bondage Extravaganza Button. - 2010. -1 button. 
-1.74” wide.

Promotional button for Morpheous’ Bondage Extravaganza 
featuring a photograph of a model in bondage, with a black background.

Note: Title and date based on content of item

2011.03.01.16.02. - “Morph” Button. - 2008. -1 button. -1.25”.
Promotional button for Morpheous, featuring white lettering printed on a 

black background, which reads, “Morph”.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information provided by Lord Morpheus on a post 

it note attached to the item.

2011.03.01.16.03. - Futurstate Button. - 2010. -1 button. - 1”.
Promotional button for Futurstate, an alternative clothing store, from the 

Torture Garden event in 2010, featuring the Futurstate insignia.
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Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information provided by Lord Morpheus on a post 

it note attached to the item.

2011.03.01.17. - Promo Shot of Morpheous. - 2010. - graphic material - 
colour. - 6.5”x4”.
Promotional photograph of Morpheous wearing a mask and black latex gloves, 
taken by Colleen Farrel in November 2010.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information provided by Lord Morpheus on a post it note 
attached to the item.

2011.03.01.18. - “Fire and Water” Handkerchief. - 2010. -1 artifact - cloth.
Item is a black cotton handkerchief with a white design. The handkerchief is 
referred to as a “flag” for a Knoxville, Tennessee kink group called “Fire and 
Water”, presented to Lord Morpheous in 2010 in return for some work he did in 
the Knoxville kink scene.
Note: Title and date based on information given by Lord Morpheous.

2011.03.01.19. - Jute Rope. - c.2009. -1 artifact.
Length of jute rope made by Jack from www.kinkyropes. from Ohio. Finished 
with 3 wall crown knots on the ends and centre, marked with a Matthew Walker 
knot. This type of rope is seldom used by Morpheous in suspensions unless there 
are multiple layers and support lines, due to jute having a lower strength than 
hemp or other fibers. Often used by Morpheous in black and white photo shoots. 
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information given by Morpheous

2011.03.01.20. - Linen Rope. - c.2005. -1 artifact.
Length of linen rope made by Morgane and Zia of www.handmaderope.com. 
Used to train and teach new professional dominatrixes for Bound and Gagged 
Dungeon at 9 St. Nicholas Street, in Toronto. This rope was retired due to 
structural exhaustion.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information given by Morpheous

2011.03.01.21. - Glow in the Dark Rope. - 2010. -1 artifact
Length of green glow in the dark rope, used at the Morpheous Bondage 
Extravaganza.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information given by Morpheous

2011.03.01.22. - Rayon Rope. - c.2003-2009. -1 artifact
Length of rayon rope, handmade by Morgane and Zia of 
www.handmaderope.com. used primarily for sex bondage rigging in the adult 

film industry across Canada and the U.S., including Maxine X and Whipped Pussy.

http://www.kinkyropes
http://www.handmaderone.com
http://www.handmaderoDe.com
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Chosen because it is twice as strong as hemp, more comfortable for the models, is 
machine washable, and looks like hemp rope on camera. This rope was retired 

due to structural exhaustion.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information given by Morpheous

2011.03.01.23]. - Romanian Hemp Rope. - c.2003-2008. -1 artifact.
Length of red Romanian hemp rope, dyed and finished by Eric of
www, gargoyletoesrope.com. from Montreal, Canada, which is no longer in 
business. This rope was retired due to internal exhaustion.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information given by Morpheous

2011.03.01.24]. - Hungarian Hemp Rope. - c.2010. - 1 artifact.
Length of of red Hungarian hemp rope, dyed and finished by Helix from Ottawa, 
Canada.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information given by Morpheous

2011.03.01.25]. * Japanese Hemp Bondage Rope. - c.2000. -1 artifact.
Length of red Japanese bondage rope. This rope was Morpheous’s first bondage 
rope and was retired from suspension work due to internal exhaustion. It has one 
remaining two wall crown knot.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information given by Morpheous

2011.03.01.26. - Romanian Hemp Rope. - c2003-2005. -1 artifact
Length of red Romanian hemp rope, dyed and finished by 
www.twistedmonk.com. from the Pacific Northwest, U.S.A. This rope was retired 
from suspension due to internal exhaustion.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information given by Morpheous

2011.03.01.27. - Book Launch Poster. - 2008. - graphic material. - colour. - 
16”xl0.5”
Poster for How to be Kinky: A beginner's Guide to BDSM by Morpheous, 
mounted on 1/4” think foam board, for booklaunch at Goodhandy’s in 2008.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information given by Morpheous

2011.03.01.28. - “Amanda”. - 2005. -1 photograph. - inkjet print - colour. - 
19”xl3”.
Colour photograph of a model, entitled “Amanda”, featuring a woman bound in 
red rope, wearing fishnet stockings and with a tattoo on one arm. This photograph 
was featured in a show at Bobby Five Gallery in Toronto.
Note: Title and date taken from information given by Morpheous

gargovletoesroDe.com
http://www.twistedmonk.com
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2011.03.01.29. - “Lady Rachel”. - [2000-2010]. - graphic material. - 1 litho 
print, -b&w. - 15”xll”.
Litho print by Lord Morpheous of a model with a gun, entitled “Lady Rachel”. 
Print is the second in a series of two prints on either hammerhill or summerset 
paper.
Note: Approximate date estimated based on other content in the fonds.

2011.03.01.30. - “Victoria”. - 2006. - graphic material. -1 litho print. - b&w. - 
I5”xll”.
Litho print by Lord Morpheous of a model, bound and laying on the floor of a 
dungeon, entitled “Victoria”, on hammerhill or summerset paper.
Note: Date based on information given by Morpheous
Note: See also item [acc.#30] and [acc.#31]

2011.03.01.31. - “Victoria” plate. - 2006. - graphic material. - polyester plate. 
- b&w. - ll”x8.5”.
Polyester plate for lithography print, “Victoria”.
Note: Date based on information given by Morpheous
Note: See also item [acc.#29] and [acc.#31]

2011.03.01.32. - “Victoria” Test Print - 2006. - graphic material - litho print. 
- b&w. - 15.5”xll”.
Litho test print, entitled “Victoria” on newsprint paper.
Note: Date based on information given by Morpheous
Note: See also item [acc.#29] and [acc.#30]

2011.03.01.33. - North Bound Leather Fetish Night Poster. - [2004-2009]. - 
graphic material. - colour. - 17”xll”.
Item is a poster for North Bound Leather’s Fetish Night and How io be Kinky 
book launch, featuring a black and white photograph of a model wearing a 
strap-on, and an announcement for the How to be Kinky stage show, featuring 
Monika Maple.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Approximate date estimated based on the dates of various other materials in 
the fonds.

2011.03.01.34. - Morpheous’ Bondage Extravaganza Poster. - 2009. - graphic 
material. - b&w. - 17”xll”.
Black and white poster for Morpheous’ Bondage Extravaganza, on Nuit Blanche, 
October 3,2009. Poster is signed by each other performers in red ink.

2011.03.01.35. - “Salon des Refuses Partie Deux” Sign. - 2008. - graphic 
material. - b&w. - Il”xl7”.
Sign for the “Salon des Refuses Partie Deux” or, the “Hijacking of Nuit Blanche” 
2008. Black and white printing mounted on foam board.
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Note: Title, date and description based on information provided by Morpheous.

20il.03.01.36. - Shoot from Second Show. - c.2007. - photograph. - colour. - 
24”x20.25”
Photograph of a model, Noa, laying amongst some rope, from Morpheous’ second 
shoot at Apartment 8, 58 Wade Avenue in Toronto, Ontario.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information provided by Morpheous

2011.03.01.37. - Paris Signing her Model Release. - c.2007. - photograph. - 
colour. - 24”x20.25”
Photograph from Morpheous’s “Between the Shots: Pom Candids” shoot in 
Toronto. Photograph is of model Paris, signing her release form.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information provided by Morpheous

2011.03.01.38. - Rope Bondage in the Woods, - c.2007. - photograph. - colour. 
- 24”x20.25”.
Photograph from the shoot for Morpheous’ second show, which features his rope 
bondage. The model in the photograph lies bound by tope in the woods, in 
Huntsville. The model is Effi Vlassopolous.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information provided by Morpheous

2011.03.01.39. - Sam Swift and Archean. - 2009. - photograph. - colour. - 
22”xl7”.
Photograph from the shoot for Morpheous’ second book, featuring Sam Swift and 
Archean, taken in Toronto.
Note: Title based on content of item
Note: Date taken from information provided by Morpheous

2011.03.01.40. - How to be Kinkier Chapter 6 Draft - 2011. -1 cm textual 
records.
Item is a typed draft copy of the chapter six of Lord Morpheous’ second book, 
How to be Kinkier. Draft shows the editing process with the book’s editor Kevin 
[Bee?], complete with comments and changes made.

2011.03.01.41. - Microbondage 201. - [c. 2010J. - 1 cm textual records.
A three-page instructional handout prepared by Lord Morpheous, entitled 
“Microbondage 201” which outlines various introductory information about 
safety rules, equipment, ties and knots, as well as a recommended reading list 
Note: Date and title taken from information provided by Morpheous.

2011.03.01.42. - Fetish: Working out the Kinks slideshow Print out - [2008- 
2011]. - 1 cm of textual records.
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Item is a ten page print out of a digital slideshow presentation for the Fetish: 
Working out the Kinks event, held March 14-15th, 2008 and sponsored by the 
Mark S. Bonham Centre of Sexual Diversity and the Sexual Diversity Studies 
Student Union. Slideshow consists of thirty-nine slides. The title of the slideshow 
is “From the Arts to Society and Back Again”. The slideshow has a cover page, 
which is a photocopy of a poster for the event The date stamp on the slideshow 
indicates that the document was printed out on 4 April, 2011.
Note: Date and title based on content of item.

2011.03.01.43. - Miscellaneous Textual Records. - [c.2009]. -1 cm textual 
records.
3 pages of miscellaneous textual records relating to Lord Morpheous and his 
bondage practice: “Sex Bondage Safety”, “Troubleshooting Upper Body 
Bondage”, and a feature from www.contactphoto.com about Northbound Leather 
event “Pom- Between the Shots: a Candid Look at the Fetish Pom Industry”.

SERIES TWO:

2011.03.02. - electronic records. - [?]. Microsoft Word, Excel and Powerpoint 
documents and other material.
Series consists of various electronic records such as Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. Word 
documents and PowerPoint documents, as well as images in JPEG format, which relate to 
the practice of Lord Morpheous.

2011.03.02.01. - Amu’s Destroyed Women Checklist. - [2009]. -1 digital 
record. - Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet - 86 KB.

Microsoft Exel checklist of sexual and fetish acts which has been filled out by 
“Amu”, indicating her level of experience and willingness to participate in any 
given activity. There are also sporadic comments.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.02. -Destroyed Women Series Checklist - [2009]. -1 digital 
record. - Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet - 78 KB.

Microsoft Exel checklist of sexual and fetish acts, which has not been filled out.
Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03. - Fashion Alternative Toronto Show Projection Piece Folder. -
21 digital records. - JPEG and PDF format. - 56.2 MB.

Note: Date(s) based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name

2011.03.02.03.01. - Aeva and Siren 2. - [2010]. - 1 digital photograph. - 
JPEG. - 4.9 MB.

http://www.contactphoto.com
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Item is a digital photograph featuring two female models, one bound and 
with a dildo and the other model rubbing her and holding her hair. The 

bound model is also holidng the cord from the dildo in her mouth.
Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.02. - Aeva and Siren 1. - [2010]. - 1 digital photograph. - 
JPEG. - 4.3 MB.
Item is a digital photograph featuring two female models, one is being 

suspended with red rope and the other is standing, leaning above her and 
has a tattoo on her upper arm.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.03. - Amazon and Fire. - [2010]. -1 digital photograph. - 
JPEG. - 664 KB.
Item is a digital photograph featuring a nude model standing with her back 
to the camera, wearing high heeled shoes, and a male model sitting on the 

floor, visible between her open legs. He is wearing a leash and a collar.
Note: Dale based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.04. - Amazon and Knife. - [2010|. -1 digital photograph. 
- JPEG. -1.2 MB.
Item is a digital photograph featuring a model holding a knife and licking 

it.
Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.05. - Anneke and Fire. - [2010], - 1 digital photograph. - 
JPEG. - 911 KB.

Item is a digital photograph featuring a nude female model on her hands 
and knees, black wearing shoes and long gloves. In front of her, a male 

model is kneeling, and holds her face and the chain attached to the collar 
she is wearing.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.06. - Anneke’s hips. - [2010]. -1 digital photograph. - 
JPEG. - 635 KB.

Item is a digital photograph of a nude model’s torso, wearing long black 
gloves, with her hands on her hips and small silver bells attached to her 

nipples.
Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata
Note: Title based on file name.
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2011.03.02.03.07. - Annie in the Shower. - [2010]. -1 digital 
photograph. - JPEG. -1.1 MB.

Item is a digital image of the model bound and laying on the floor of a 
shower.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.08. - Ashley. - [2010]. -1 digital photograph. -
JPEG. - 4.2 MB.

Item is a digital photograph featuring a tattooed model laying on her back 
and bound with intricate rope bondage.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.09. - Ava and Dylan. - [2010]. -1 digital photograph. - 
JPEG. - 4.7 MB.

Item is a digital photograph featuring a nude model wearing a thick black 
collar with another model standing above her. The first model has her arm 

around the second model’s leg, and the second model is draping a whip 
over the first model’s shoulder.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.10. - Ava and Nite. - [2010]. -1 digital photograph. - 
JPEG. - 4.9 MB.

Item is a digital photograph featuring a nude male model crawling on his 
hands and knees, with a female model resting her knee on his back and 

guiding him with a leash.
Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.11. - Ava and Tragedy. - [2010]. - 1 digital photograph. - 
JPEG. - 883 KB.
Item is a digital photograph featuring two female models, one with her 

back turned to the camera and her arms bound with red rope behind her 
back. The second model is holding her and faces the camera, with her 
hand on the first model’s backside, possibly mid-spank.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.12. - Bliss Tied. - [2010]. -1 digital photograph. - 
JPEG. - 4.7 MB.

Item is a digital photograph featuring a female model bound in red rope, 
crouched by a mossy rock, with the forest ground in the background.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.
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2011.03.02.03.13. - Ego Assassin and Slinka. - [2010]. -1 digital 
photograph. - JPEG. - 1.8 MB.

Item is a digital photograph featuring one model holding and kissing the 
foot of another model.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.14. - F.A.T. 2010 Schedule. - [2010]. - 1 textual Record. - 
PDF File. -1.6 MB.
Item is a digital PDF document containing the schedule for the Toronto 

Alternative Arts and Fashion Week, held in April 2010. The document 
contains seven pages.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.15. - Kat Reznor. - [2010]. -1 digital photograph. - 
JPEG.-3.5 MB.

Item is a digital photograph featuring a female model in a black dress 
sitting on the back of a nude man who is on his hands and knees. The 

female model is using a telephone as a prop.
Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.16. - Mask. - [2010]. - 1 digital photograph. -
JPEG. - 4.6 MB.

Item is a digital photograph featuring a man wear a black mask on his 
face, with gloved hand grabbing the front of the mask, and the chain leash 

around his neck being pulled from outside the frame.
Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.17. - Maxine X. - [2010]. -1 digital photograph. - 
colour. - JPEG. - 6.4 MB.

Item is a digital photograph featuring a crouched model wearing white 
lingerie and bound in red rope with a gag in her mouth.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.18. - Nipple Bells. - [2010]. -1 digital photograph. - 
colour. - JPEG. - 573 KB.

Item is a digital photograph of a model’s breasts being held by her hands 
in black gloves, with bell clamps attached to each nipple.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.
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2011.03.02.03.19. - Paddling. - [2010]. -1 digital photograph. - 
colour. - JPEG. - 678 KB.

Item is a digital photograph of a model’s backside. The model is wearing 
long black gloves and is holding a paddle.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.20. - Siren and Miyu. - [2010], -1 digital photograph. - 
colour. - JPEG. - 4.3 MB.

Item is a digital photograph featuring two models, one is kneeling on the 
ground, wearing black thigh high boots and is bound around her breasts 

and arms with red rope, the other model stands above her, pulling her hair 
and controlling the electronic dildo being used.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.03.21. - Slinka Boots. - [2010]. -1 digital photograph. - 
colour. - JPEG. -1.3 MB.

Item is a digital photograph of a close up of the model’s balck boots and 
garters.

Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata.
Note: Title based on file name.

2011.03.02.04. - Mock up for T-Shirt Design. - 2010. -1 digital image. - 
colour. - JPEG. - 96 KB.

Item is a digitally made image for a Morpheous T-Shirt design, which features 
and image of a teacup and a teabag, with the text “Morpheous... Ask me about my

'special’ autograph”, with a green background.

2011.03.02.05. - New Morpheous C.V. - 2003-2008. - digitial record. - Word 
document - 35 KB.

Item is a Microsoft Word document of Lord Morpheous’ Curriculum Vitae, 
listing his contact information, his education, workshops and performances, and 

references.
Note: Title based on content of item and item name.
Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata

2011.03.02.06. - Nuit Blanche 2009. - 2009. - digital file. - 8 items. - 58.2 MB.
Item is a digital file containing 8 items, all of which are digital copies of the 

image used for the “Morpheous' Bondage Extravaganza” poster, for Nuit 
Blanche 2009.

Note: Title based on content of item and item name.
Note: Date based on the supplied “date modified” metadata

2011.03.02.06.01. - Morpheous’ Bondange Extravaganza Poster. - 
2009. - digital image. - JPEG file. b&w. - 352 KB.
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2011.03.02.06.02. - Poster Image for Bondage Extravaganza 2009. - 
2009. - digital photograph. -JPEG file. - b&w. -1.7 MB.

2011.03.02.06.03. - Morpheous’ Bondange Extravaganza Poster. -
2009. - digital image. - PSD file. b&w. - 27.1 MB.

2011.03.02.06.04. - Morpheous’ Bondange Extravaganza Poster. - 
2009. - digital image. - JPEG file. b&w. - 2.2 MB.

2011.03.02.06.05. - Morpheous’ Bondange Extravaganza Poster. -
2009. - digital image. - JPEG file. b&w. - 5.5 MB.

2011.03.02.07. - Nuit Blanche 2010 Video. - 2010. - digital file. - Audiovisual 
Material - .mov file. - 247.8 MB. - 6:33 minutes. Master Elwood, Producer.

Item is a digital video file, featuring clips and scenes from Morpheous’ Bondage 
Extravaganza for Nuit Blanche 2010.

2011.03.02.08. - Nuit Blanche Evening 2010. - 2010. - digital files. -12 items. - 
252 MB

Item is a digital file containing 12 items, three of which are files containing more 
items. All items relate to Nuit Blanche 2010.

2011.03.02.08.01. - Tattoo Reverse Copy. - 2010. - digital image. - PSD 
file. b&w. -1.9 MB.

Item is a digital image of six black flags, each with a skull and two 
swords. Beneath the image on each flag, there is some printed text. The 
image is flipped, and therefore the lettering is backwards.

2011.03.02.08.02. - Button: Working File. - 2010. - digital image. - PSD 
file. - colour. -15.9 MB.
Item is a round image prepared for a button, with a black background and 

featuring a photograph of a model, with her arms bound to her chest with 
rope, and text that reads, “Morpheous’ Bondage Extravaganza! 2010”.

2011.03.02.08.03. - Colleen. - 2010. - 412 digital photographs. - JPEG 
files. - colour. -130.7 MB.

File contains 412 digital photographs of various participants being bound 
with rope and other forms of restraints. Most likely all images were taken 

at Morpheous’ Bondage Extravaganza in 2010.
Note: File title based on the original name given to the digital file.

Items: 2011.03.03.08.03.01-412.

2011.03.02.08.04. - Geoff: Nuit Blanche. - 2010. - 41 digital 
photographs. - JPEG files. - colour. - 92.1 MB.
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File contains 41 digital photographs of various participants being bound 
with rope and other forms of restraints. Most likely all images were taken 

at Morpheous’ Bondage Extravaganza in 2010.
Note: File title based on the original name given to the digital file.

Items: 2011.03.03.08.04.01-41

2011.03.02.08.05. - Morpheous Button Finished. - 2010. -1 digital 
image - JPEG file, - colour. - 217 KB.

Item is a digital image of a button design. It consists of a black circular 
background with an image of a female model with her arms bound to her 

chest and the text “Morpheous’ Bondage Extravaganza! 2010” printed 
around the side.

Note: File title based on the original name given to the digital file.

2011.03.02.08.06. - Morpheous Dot Com QR Code. - 2010. -1 digital 
record.-PNGfile.-2 KB.

Item is a “quick response” barcode image, possibly used to give data about 
Morpheous’ websites.
Note: title based on title given to the file by the creator.

2011.03.02.08.07. - Nuit Blanche Poster 2010 Final. -2010. - 1 digital 
image. - JPEG file. - colour. 9.1 MB.

Item is a digital image of a the 2010 Bondage Extravaganza poster, 
featuring an image of a bound model in black and white, with red text 

printed on the poster, giving the information for the event. Sponsors for 
the event are listed at the bottom of the poster.

Note: File title based on the original name given to the digital file.

2011.03.02.08.08. - Nuit Blanche Poster Small. -2010. -1 
digital image. - JPEG file. - colour. -1 MB.

Item is a digital image of a the 2010 Bondage Extravaganza poster, 
featuring an image of a bound model in black and white, with red text 

• printed on the poster, giving the information for the event. Sponsors for 
the event are listed at the bottom of the poster.

Note: File title based on the original name given to the digital file.

2011.03.02.08.09. - One Sleepless Night Tattoo. - 2010. - 1 digital. - 
JPEG file. - b&w. ■ 373 KB.

Item is a digital image of a white skull and two crossed swords on a black 
background with “lordmorpheous.com” written across the skull, and “One 

Sleepless Night 2010” written across the bottom of the image.
Note: File title based partially on the original name given to the digital 

file.

2011.03.02.08.09. - Pirate Flag Tattoo Final. - 2010. -1 digital image. - 
JPEG file. - b&w. -164 KB.
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Item is a digital image of a black flag with two crossed bones and a QR 
code right in the centre.

Note; title based on name given by the creator

2011.03.02.08.09. - Sleepless Night Background Removed. - 2010. -1 
digital image. - PDF file. -b&w. -1 MB.

Item is an image in a PDF file consisting of a skull and crossbones, with a 
QR code on the skull. Image is difficult to see, as the black (or coloured) 

background has been removed, leaving only a slight engraved looking 
image of white on white.

Note: title based on name given by the creator

2011.03.02.08.10. - Sleepless Night E-mail Size. - 2010. -1 digital 
image. - JPEG file. - b&w. - 154 KB.

Item is a digital image of the Sleepless night logo, a white skull and 
crossbones with a QR barcode in the centre of the skull. Image is on a 

black background.
Note: title based on the name given by the creator.

2011.03.02.09. - Proposal for How to be Kinkier. - 2009. -1 digital record. - 
Word document - 33 KB.

Item is the original digital copy of Morpheous’ proposal for his second book, How 
to be Kinkier. The document consists of headings and details such as “Key 

Notes”, “Marketing Points”, “Description”. “Chapter Breakdown”, “Contributor 
Information”.

2011.03.02.10. - Scotiabank CONTACT Festival 2010 at Northbound
Leather. -2010. - 1 digital folder. - 1.04 GB

One digital folder consisting of two items which relate to the Scotiabank 
Contact photography festival of 2010.

Note: title based on the name given by the creator

2011.03.02.10.01. - Artist Statement Media Release. - 2010. -1 digital 
record. - Word document. - 39 KB.

Item is a word document consisting of Morpheous’ artist statement for his 
“Pom Candids” show, held at Northbound Leather for the Scotiabank 

Contact Photography festival in June 2010. Document also includes labels 
for the individual photographs to be featured in the show.

2011.03.02.10.02. - Crew with owners of Northbound Leather. - 2010.
1 digital photograph. - JPG file. - colour. - 2.1 MB.
Item is an image of Morpheous with the owners of Northbound leather, 

and the “crew”.
Note: title based on name given by the creator.
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2011.03.02.10.03. - Morpheous Printing. - 2010. - 1 digital folder. - 
1.04 GB.

Item is a digital folder consisting of eight digital photographs in .TIFF 
format, from Morpheous Printing.

2011.03.02.10.03.01. - Three Models on Set. - 2010. - 1 digital 
photograph. - .TIFF file. - b&w. -129.6 MB.

Item is a photograph of three models, two in black and one bound 
in rope, on what appears to be a photograph shoot set, or a film set.

Note: title based on content of image

2011.03.02.10.03.02. - Photoshoot with Smiling woman in 
foreground. - 2010. - 1 digital photograph. - TIFF file. - colour.

-129.6 MB
Item is a digital photograph of one model bound with red rope to 

an old barber’s chair, while one man ties her down and two 
photographers capture it from the other side. In the foreground 
another model is looking at the camera and smiling slightly.

Note: title based on the content of the image.

2011.03.02.10.03.03. - Two models bound together with a third 
in the background. - 2010. -1 digital photograph. - TIFF file. -

b&w.-129.6 MB
Item is a digital photograph of two models bound together in rope, 

lying on the floor in a warehouse type setting, with a third person 
looking on in the background.

Note: title based on content of item.

2011.03.02.10.03.04. - Two laughing women on a porn set -
2010. -1 digital photograph. - TIFF file. - colour. - 129.6 MB.

Item is a digital photograph of two women, one nude and seated on 
a kitchen counter, and the other standing and wearing pink lingerie. 
Both women are laughing. To the right of the photograph there is a 
man standing and smiling. Various rope and wires lay in the 

vicinity.
Note: title based on the content of the image.

2011.03.02.10.03.05. - S&M Trio. - 2010. - 1 digital photograph.
TIFF file. - colour. - 129.6 MB.
Item is a digital photograph of three models, two female and one 

male. The male, in the centre, is nude and wearing a leash, while 
the model in front is dressed in purple latex, and the model in the 

back is wearing black thigh high boots and a strap on.
Note: title based on the content of the image.
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2011.03.02.10.03.06. - Model bound in Red Rope with 
thigh-high boot - 2010. - 1 digital photograph. - TIFF file. - 

colour. -129.6 MB.
Item is a digital photograph of a model, with red rope bound 

around her chest zipping up her boot
Note: Title based on content of the image.

2011.03.02.10.03.07. - Nipple Clamp. - 2010. -1 digital 
photograph. - TIFF file. - b&w. - 129.6 MB.

Item is a digital photograph of two models on a bed. One model is 
drinking a bottle of water, and the other model is applying a clamp 

to her nipple.
Note: title based on content of image.

2011.03.02.10.03.08. - Model in a frame. -1 digital photograph. 
- TIFF file. - b&w. -129.6 MB.

Item is a digital photograph of a model holding a vibrator between 
her legs, while another woman stands by holding a frame up in 

front of her, so that she appears to framed within it.
Note: title based on content of image

2011.03.02.11. - SDSSU Lecture Images. - 2008. - 1 digital folder. -18 MB
Item is a digital folder containing 84 items, the majority of which are JPEG 

images, with one Microsoft Powerpoint file and a few PDF files. Most of the 
images depict kink or bondage in pornography or in the mainstream, many refer 
to Betty Page. Most of the photographs in the file are also used in the Powerpoint 
presentation.

Items: 2011.03.02.11.01-84

2011.03.02.12. - How to be Kinkier Preview. - 2009. - 1 digital file. - .pptx 
file. - 76.5 MB.

Item is a Powerpoint presentation featuring various photographs from 
Morpheous’ second book How to be Kinkier. The presentation was made to be 
shown at SubSpace Fetish Night 2009.

2011.03.02.13. - Shibaricon 2010 Classes. - 2010. -1 digital folder. - 670 KB.
Item is a digital folder containing two Word Documents.

2011.03.02.13.01. - Microbondage 201. - 2010. -1 digital file. - docx 
file. - 86 KB.

Item is a Word document educational handout for Morpheous1 
Microbondage 201 class for Shibaricon in 2010.

2011.03.02.13.02. - Morpheous Presents: Aesthetics of Rope Bondage.
2010. -1 digital file. - docx file. - 584 KB.
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Item is a Word document education hand out for Morpheous’ Aesthetics 
of Rope Bondage class for Shibaricon 2010.

2011.03.02.14. - Teaching Handouts. - 2008-2011. -1 digital folder. - 9 MB.
Item is a a digital folder containing eleven digital records in Word files and one 

Powerpoint file.

2011.03.02.14.01. - Elements and Principles Handout - 2010. -1 
digital file. - docx file. - 584 KB.

Item is a Word document educational handout for Morpheous’ Elements 
and Principles class.

2011.03.02.14.02. - Microbondage 101. - 2010. - 1 digital file. - doc file. 
- 49 KB.

Item is a Word document eduational handout for Morpheous’ 
Microbondage 101 class, from November 2010.

2011.03.02.14.03. - Microbondage 201. - 2010. -1 digital file. - doc file. 
-109 KB.

Item is a Word document educational handout for Morpheous’ 
Microbondage 201 class in November 2010.

2011.03.02.14.04. - Morph Class Descriptions. - 2011. - 1 digital file. - 
doc file-51 KB.

Item is a Word Document featuring a listing of Lord Morpheous’ class 
offerings.

2011.03.02.14.05. - Aesthetics of Rope Bondage Presentation. - 2011. - 
1 digital file. - pptx file. - 602 KB.

Item is a digital Powerpoint presentation for Morpheous’ Aesthetics of 
Rope Bondage class.

2011.03.02.14.06. - New Aesthetics Handout - 2011. -1 digital file. - 
docx file.-584 KB.

Item is a Word document, educational handout for Morpheous’ 2011 
Aesthetics of Rope Bondage class.

2011.03.02.15.07. - New Knot Handout - 2008. -1 digital file. - doc 
file. -127 KB.

Item is a handout showing various methods for tying knots.

2011.03.02.15.08. - New Microbondage Handout - 2010. -1 digital file. 
- docx file. - 18 KB.
Item is a educational handout for Morpheous’ Microbondage class.
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2011.03.02.15.09. - Restrained Loving Handout. - 2010. -1 digital file, 
doc file. - 87 KB.

2011.03.02.15.10. - Rope Bondage 201: Dynamic Problem Solving 
Handout. - 2009. -1 digital file. - doc file. - 76 KB.

2011.03.02.15.11. - Teaching Kink. - 2010. -1 digital file. - pptx file. - 
6.7 MB.

Item is an educational Powerpoint presentation about how to teach kink.
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How to be Kinky: A Beginner's 
Guide to BDSM Book 2011.03.01.01 213 pages 2008 Green Candy Press

How to be Kinky: A Beginner's 
Guide to BDSM Book 2011.03.01.02 213 pages 2008 Green Candy Press

Torture Garden Promotional Card Postcard 2011.03.01.03 7"x4.5" 2009 Colour

Shibaricon Promotional Card Postcard 2011.03.01.04 7"x4.5" 2011 Colour

textual 2001-
2003

Canadian Equus Pamphlet 2011.03.01.05 1cm
Record

Midori Promotional Card postcard 2011.03.01.06 7"x4.5" 2006 Colour

Kapital Kink/Mr. Leather 
Promotional Card postcard 2011.03.01.07 7"x4.5" 2010 Colour

business 2004- 
2009Lord Morpheous Business Card 2011.03.01.08 4"x2" Colour

card
Ligatio Animosus Promotional 

Card
postcard 2011.03.01.09 7"x4.5" 2005 Colour

Business [2000- 
2010?Handmade Rope Business Card 2011.03.01.10 4"x2" Colour

Card
business [2000- 

2010?Handmade Rope Business Card 2011.03.01.11 4"x2" black and white
card

Shibaricon Promotional Card postcard 2011.03.01.12 8"x6" 2010 Colour
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Title
Media

Accession NUMBER Size Year Location Other Details

Spanksgiving Promotional Flyer
graphic 
material 2011.03.01.13

2009
10"x6.5"

Colour

Dungeon Volunteer Nametag artifact 2011.03.01.14 20084.5"x4 Colour

Shibaricon Nametag artifact 2011.03.01.15
20094"x3"

Colour

Bondage Extravaganza Button

"Morph" Button

Futurstate Button

button

button

button

2011.03.01.16.
01
2011.03.01.16.
02
2011.03.01.16.
03

2010
1.74" wide

20081.25" wide

20101" wide

Contents Missing 
Sept. 2019

Promo Shot of Morpheous
graphic 
material 2011.03.01.17 20106.5"x4 Colour

"Fire and Water" Handkerchief artifact 2011.03.01.18 2010 Cloth

Jute Rope artifact 2011.03.01.19 2009

Linen Rope artifact 2011.03.01.20 2005

Glow in the Dark Rope artifact 2011.03.01.21 2010

2003-
Rayon Rope artifact 2011.03.01.22 2009

2003-
Romanian Hemp Rope artifact 2011.03.01.23 2009
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Hungarian Hemp Rope artifact 2011.03.01.24 c.2010
Oversize Storage
(sept 2019)

Japanese Hemp Bondage Rope artifact 2011.03.01.25 c.2000
2003-

Romanian Hemp artifact 2011.03.01.26 2005

Book Launch Poster
graphic 
material 2011.03.01.27 16"xl0.5"

2008
colour

"Amanda” inkjet print 2011.03.01.28 19x13
2005

colour
[2000- 

"Lady Rachel" litho print 2011.03.01.29 15"xll" 2010] black and white

"Victoria" litho print 2011.03.01.30 15"xH"
2006

black and white

"Victoria" Plate
polyester 
plate 2011.03.01.31 11x8.5"

2006
black and white

"Victoria" Test Print litho print 2011.03.01.32 15.5x11"
2006

black and white
North Bound Leather Fetish Night graphic [2004- 
Poster material 2011.03.01.33 17"xll 2009] colour
Morpheous’ Bondage
Extravaganza Poster

graphic 
material 2011.03.01.34 17"xll

2009
black and white

"Salon des Refuses Partie Deux" 
sign

graphic 
material 2011.03.01.35 11"x17"

2008
black and white

24"x20.25
Shoot from Second Show photograph 2011.03.01.36 II c.2007 colour

24"x20.25
"Paris Signing her Model Release photograph 2011.03.01.37 c.2007 Colour
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Media Accession  Location
Format Number

24"x20.25
Rope Bondage in the Woods

Sam Swift and Archean
How to be Kinkier Chapter 6
Draft

photograph

photograph
textual
Record
textual 

2011.03.01.38

2011.03.01.39

2011.03.01.40

22"xl7

1cm

c.2007

2009

2011

Colour Oversize
Storage

Colour

typed draft

Microbondage 201 record 2011.03.01.41 1cm c.2010

Fetish: Working out the Kink - 
Slide show print out

Miscellaneous Textual records

textual 
Record 2011.03.01.42
textual
Record 2011.03.01.43

1cm

1cm

2008-
2011

2009

Amu's destroyed Women 
Checklist
Destroyed Women Series 
Checklist

Aeva and Siren 2

Aeva and Siren 1

Amazon and Fire

Amazon and Knife

digital record 2011.03.02.01

digital record 2011.03.02.02
digital 2011.03.02.03.

01photograph
digital 
photograph

2011.03.02.03.
02

digital 
photograph

2011.03.02.03.
03

digital 2011.03.02.02.
photograph 04

86kb

78kb

4.9mb

4.3mb

664kb

1.2mb

2009

2009

2010

2010

2010

2010

excel spreadsheet

excel spreadsheet

JPEG

JPEG

JPEG

JPEG
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 Title Media 
Format

Accession 
Number

Year
Location Other details

digital 2011.03.02.02. 2010
Anneke and Fire photograph 05 911kb JPEG

digital 2011.03.02.03. 2010
Anneke's Hips photograph 06 635kb JPEG

digital 2011.03.02.03. 2010
Annie in the Shower photograph 07 l.lmb JPEG

digital 2011.03.02.03. 2010
Ashley photograph 08 4.2mb JPEG

Ava and Dylan
digital 
photograph

2011.03.02.03.
09 4.7mb

2010
JPEG

Ava and Nite
digital 
photograph

2011.03.02.03.
10 4.9mb

2010
JPEG

Ava and Tragedy
digital 
photograph

2011.03.02.03.
11 883kb

2010
JPEG

Bliss Tied
digital 
photograph

2011.03.02.03.
12 4.7mb

2010
JPEG

Ego Assassin and Slinka
digital 
photograph

2011.03.02.03.
13 1.8mb

2010
JPEG

F.A.T. 2010 Schedule
textual
Record

2011.03.02.03.
14 1.6mb

2010
PDF

Kat Reznor
digital 
photograph

2011.03.02.03.
15 3.5mb

2010
JPEG

Mask
digital 
photograph

2011.03.02.03.
16 4.6mb

2010
JPEG
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Title
Accession

....

Maxine X
digital 2011.03.02.03.
photograph 17 6.4mb

2010
JPEG

Nipple Bells
digital 2011.03.02.03.
photograph 18 573kb

2010
JPEG

Paddling
digital 2011.03.02.03.
photograph 19 678kb

2010
JPEG

Siren and Miyu
digital 2011.03.02.03.
photograph 20 4.3mb

2010
JPEG

Slinka Boots
digital 2011.03.02.03.
photograph 21 1.3mb

2010
JPEG

Mock up for T-Shirt Design digital image 2011.03.02.04 96kb
2010

JPEG
2003-

New Morpheous C.V. digital record 2011.03.02.05 35kb 2008 Doc. File
Morpheous' Bondage
Extravaganza Poster

2011.03.02.06.
digital image 01 352kb

2009
JPEG

Poster Image for Bondage 
Extravaganza

digital 2011.03.02.06.
photograph 02 1.7mb

2009
JPEG

Morpheous' Bondage
Extravaganza Poster

2011.03.02.06.
digital image 03 27.1mb

2009
PSD file

Morpheous' Bondage
Extravaganza Poster

2011.03.02.06.
digital image 04 2.2mb

2009
JPEG

Morpheous' Bondage
Extravaganza Poster

2011.03.02.06.
digital image 05 5.5mb

2009
JPEG

Digital Visual 2010
Nuit Blanche 2010 Video Material 2011.03.02.07 247.8MB .MOV FILE



Listing by Julie St-Pierre Lord Morpheous Fonds

Media 
Format

Accession 
Number

Size Year Location Other details

Tattoo Reverse Copy digital image
2011.03.02.08.
01 1.9mb

2010
PSD file

Button: Working File digital image
2011.03.02.08.
02 15.9mb

2010
PSD file

Colleen




